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SDP MEMO DISCLAIMER
The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research done by
members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the SDP design or SDP
process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not the whole of the SDP.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This Memo document provides further detail on the Prototyping activities covered in P3-AlaSKA
Prototyping Report [RD02] in respect of the Platform Services Component of the SDP Operational
System. [RD01]
The SDP Platform C&C View for [RD01] defines a Platform Configuration Interface (Compute
Provisioning and Storage Provisioning) (see Figure 2). This has been prototyped in P3-AlaKA by
means of OpenStack Magnum, a Container Infrastructure Orchestration solution that provides a
layer on top of common container orchestration engines (COE) such as Docker Swarm and
Kubernetes. It exposes available hardware and network interfaces to containerised applications
invoked by the SDP operational system [RD01].

2 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
The predominant amount of work performed on P3-Alaska with respect to container orchestration
has been focused on support of SIP and their choice, at this stage, of Docker and Docker-Swarm
together with address major architectural impact and rationalisation of the architectural design.
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However, some preliminary work on Kubernetes has been performed, outside of the SIP context, as
the former is a more likely candidate for the SDP, along with additional material provided in [RD03]
which is specific to Kubernetes.
SIP Support
The motivation here is to support the following user and operators stories for SIP and :
● As an operator, I want to deploy Container Infrastructure and an existing OpenStack
deployment which I want to be able to make changes to if need be.
● As an operator, I want compute nodes managed by Container Orchestration Engines so the
users can run containerised application without worrying about compatibility issues.
● As an operator, I want a reproducible way of deploying Container Infrastructure that can
reliably handle replication and scaling of jobs in response to the computational workload.
● As an operator, I want to provision Container Infrastructure with different types of network
storage as requested by the users.
● As a user, I want a simple interface that I can use to submit computationally demanding jobs
across a desired number of compute nodes.
● As a user, I want to access shared network storage from my containerised application.
● As a user, I want to be able to run GPU enabled containerised application on nodes that
have this capability.
Architectural Impact
The main architectural impact of the P3-AlaSKA work with respect to Container Orchestration as the
Compute and Storage Provisioning Interface can be grouped into these parts (see Figure 1):
● Core Infrastructure Services
○ OpenStack private cloud exposing bare metal resources, GPUs, distributed storage,
and multiple networks, including 100Gb/s Infiniband and 25Gb/s Ethernet (with
RoCE) which need to be available to the SDP Operational System
● Compute Provisioning Interface
○ OpenStack Magnum has been used to create Docker Swarm (currently used by the
SIP team) and Kubernetes based Compute Provisioning Interface
● Storage Provisioning Interface
○ Ansible scripts to attach Container Infrastructure to distributed file systems such as
GlusterFS, CephFS and BeeGFS
○ Hyperconverged GlusterFS containers on Container Infrastructure
● Orchestration Services
○ Ansible to manage Container Infrastructure using OpenStack Magnum API, such as
the Docker Swarm cluster created for SIP as a prototype for the Compute
Provisioning Interface.
● Logging and Metrics Service
○ Containerised agents deployed on each Container Infrastructure node using an
Ansible role report to existing OpenStack Monasca API service running on P3 to
enable logging and monitoring.
○ Grafana as a view into logging and metrics data recorded by containerised logging
and monitoring agents.
● User Interface Services
○ Interaction with OpenStack Magnum API using Magnum OpenStack client and
potentially via Horizon plugin and Rundeck.
○ Interaction with the control plane of Container Orchestration Engines to deploy and
manage containers.
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3 ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT
The prototyping work performed on P3-Alaska has provided insight into the architectural design of
the SDP. The work described here is set in the context of the Platform C&C View [RD01] (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Platform Services C&C View Primary Representation
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Figure 2: Platform Services Module View Primary Representation

3.1 Core Infrastructure Services
The computational and i/o performance requirements of the SDP are envisioned to be only
achievable with bare-metal capability. This places some additional burden on OpenStack in order to
be able to expose underlying networking interfaces as well as accelerator capability, such as GPUs.
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An Ansible Role for Managing Container Infrastructure was developed that attaches additional
dedicated provider networks to the infrastructure. Support for GPU enabled containers for Fedora
Atomic 27 also requires some dedicated drivers, however it is unlikely that this operating system
would be proposed for the SDP. As a result of this work the deployed Container Infrastructure can be
configured to cater for the following resources:
● Host networking enabled when deploying containers in order to access dedicated provider
network interfaces such as 25Gb/s HTE and 100Gb/s LLN.
● Container need to run with privileged mode and Nvidia runtime enabled in order to be
exposed to GPUs.

3.2 Compute Provisioning Interface
3.2.1 OpenStack Magnum
Magnum is an OpenStack API service developed by the OpenStack Containers Team making
Container Orchestration Engines such as Docker Swarm and Kubernetes available as first class
resources in OpenStack. Magnum uses another OpenStack project called Heat to orchestrate an
instance with Docker-Swarm (Figure 4) and Kubernetes (Figure 5) and runs that instance in either
virtual machines or bare metal cluster configurations. The overall Magnum architecture is as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: OpenStack Magnum architecture

3.2.2 Docker Swarm Mode
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Figure 4: Docker Swarm mode manager and worker nodes
Docker Swarm mode is native clustering functionality for Docker containers, which turns a group of
Docker engines into a single virtual Docker engine. From Docker 1.12 onwards, Swarm mode is
integrated with Docker Engine. The swarm CLI utility allows users to run Swarm containers, create
discovery tokens, list nodes in the cluster, etc. The docker node CLI utility allows users to run various
commands to manage nodes in a swarm, for example, listing the nodes in a swarm, updating nodes,
and removing nodes from the swarm. Docker manages swarms using the Raft Consensus Algorithm
where the majority of Swarm nodes need to agree on an update to perform the update. It supports
Docker Compose YAML files to define, run and update multi-container Docker applications with a
single command. By default, managers are also work nodes in Docker Swarm mode.
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3.2.3 Kubernetes

Figure 5: Kubernetes master and worker node architecture [RD09]
Kubernetes is “an open-source system for automating deployment, scaling, and management of
containerized applications”. It groups containers that make up an application into logical units for
easy management and discovery. It was built by Google based on their experience running
containers in production using an internal cluster management system called Borg. Kubernetes also
supports a way of declaratively defining multi-container applications from a YAML file using a single
command on an existing Container Infrastructure. Additional material on Kubernetes is provided
here [RD03].

3.2.4 OpenStack Heat
Heat is the main project in the OpenStack Orchestration program. It implements an orchestration
engine to launch multiple composite cloud applications based on templates in the form of text files
that can be treated like code. Heat provides both an OpenStack-native ReST API and a
CloudFormation-compatible Query API.
A Heat template describes the infrastructure for a cloud application in a text file that is readable and
writable by humans, and can be checked into version control, diffed, etc. Infrastructure resources
that can be described in Heat include: servers, floating ips, volumes, security groups, users, etc.
Templates can also specify the relationships between resources (e.g. this volume is connected to this
server). This enables Heat to call out to the OpenStack APIs to create all of your infrastructure in the
correct order to completely launch your application.
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Magnum generates the Heat template required to provision Kubernetes or Docker Swarm cluster
and accordingly provides cloud-init configuration scripts that need to run inside a node in order for
them to form a cluster.

3.2.5 Cloud-init
Magnum relies on cloud-init to install required packages for the choice of Container Orchestration
Engine and notify Heat API when certain milestones in the provision steps are reached, for example,
when the master nodes are ready and listening to worker nodes, etc. Additionally, it also adds
authorised SSH keys, resizes partition, etc. so that the cluster nodes are ready to use.

3.3 Storage Provisioning Interface
Architecturally, the Storage Provisioning Interface is responsible for interacting with Remote Storage
Provisioning component. When storage is created, a reference is given that can be used by the
Compute Provisioning Interface to attach the storage. This mechanism is used by the SDP
Operational System Buffer Component. The Buffer layers tracking of storage artifacts between
multiple tiers of storage on top of storage provided either by the Storage Provisioning Interface or
the off-the-shelf Long Term Storage component.

3.3.1 OpenStack Manila as the Storage Provisioning Interface
We have prototyped using OpenStack Manila in the P3 Alaska system to provide on-demand
provisioning of parallel fileystems. Manila has many backends, but our work focused on GlusterFS
and CephFS, because they are the only technologies we have been evaluating that Manila currently
supports. There are many other drivers we did not try such as drivers for commercial hardware
appliances and drivers that expose Cinder block storage via a parallel file system. It seems
reasonable to assume it would be possible to extend Manila to support other technologies it doesn’t
support today, such as BeeGFS.
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In general, the Manila API meets our needs in that you have various pools of storage, possibling
using different backends, and you get an API that when you create a share gives a uuid to reference
that share, and using that uuid you can find out what you need to know to connect to the share. In
some cases you may need additional credentials, but in that specific case manila allows you to
specify which users get access to each share. A full list of supported backends are available here:
https://docs.openstack.org/manila/pike/contributor/index.html#share-backends
First let's discuss Gluster. We focused our efforts on the GlusterFS native driver, because that used
the native GlusterFS protocol rather than NFS to access the share. This is because the native
GlusterFS protocol supports RDMA, which pairs well with the 100 Gb/s Infiniband network.
However, the current Manila driver requires all the GlusterFS volumes to be precreated, using a
regex to match a users request for a specific size to a pre-created gluster volume. Given we expect
Data Islands to be variable in size, this doesn’t match our needs well. In addition the driver requires
TLS certificates to authenticate with Gluster. To ensure this was not a hard requirement we created
a proof of concept change to Manila to not require that setup. Having said all this, the overall
interface matches our needs well.
As part of the SKA and CERN collaboration, it became clear CERN make extensive use of Ceph and
OpenStack within their infrastructure. A key part of that was offering CephFS via Manila. This usage
has lead to several refinements to the driver, such that the Native CephFS driver in OpenStack Pike
worked well for our needs. While working on POC integration with kolla-ansible for Pike, we found
another team also were working on similar support in kolla-ansible. Through reviewing their work
we were able to get support for Manila and CephFS in the OpenStack Queens release that met both
of our needs (internal and external Ceph).
Manila and Ceph works well, because each Ceph cluster can only support a single CephFS file system.
However that file system can support multiple disjoint namespaces that are accessed via separate
access keys. Manila is able coordinate the creation and destruction of all these namespaces and
access keys, and provide users with the information to mount those shares. It is worth noting, that
Manila works best when Manila is the only client to the underlying filesystem, so it has full visibility
into everything that is going on inside Ceph, mostly due to the way access keys are managed.
Again we are choosing to use the native interface of CephFS to get the maximum scaleout
performance, rather than protecting Ceph behind an NFS Ganesha gateway. The main reason to
consider protecting Ceph is that the quota (i.e. maximum size of the mount point) is enforced by the
client, and in fact only very recent kernel clients implement the quota feature. There are plans to
make the NFS gateway support a HA setup, which may increase adoption, but it is still a performance
bottleneck.
There are some features of the Manila API we did not explore as it is not currently supported. Ideally
there would be something to help copy between shares in two different backend pools, but that
doesn’t appear to currently be the case. The most recent versions of CephFS mean snapshots are no
longer considered experimental, but they are not required for the current expected Buffer use cases,
so we chose not to explore those.
One aspect we did not prototype was the concept of compute and storage locality. OpenStack Nova
and OpenStack Cinder have some concepts around static availability zones that help model firstly if
the storage and compute are in the same zone, and if the storage is able to be connected between
zones. The SDP requires storage to be connectable to any Compute resource, so we are only
interested in the performance side of respecting locality. We have investigated, yet, how we would
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pass locality hints through Manila, although in the worse case you could have a different storage
type for each locality.
In summary, OpenStack Manila helps support the idea of the Remote Storage Provisioning Interface
abstraction. The CephFS backend looks like it would fulfil most of our requirements, assuming it
could reach the level of performance that is required. These aspects are being used in the Buffer
prototyping work described in [RD10].

3.3.2 Ansible as the Storage Provisioning Interface
Alongside the work on Manila, we also took a more direct approach to provisioning storage system
on demand, Ansible playbooks. Making use of operational scripts with Run Deck, we could provide a
similar set of APIs, although in the prototype we generally integrated the Storage and Compute
provisioning into a single playbook. This was used both with Slurm playbooks that used OpenStack
Heat to provisioning infrastructure, and Swarm playbooks that used Magnum to provisioning the
infrastructure. These environments provided storage in well known mount point locations, to be
consumed by the prototype Science workflows.
While this approach is less directly comparable with the currently proposed Buffer and Platform
Architecture, it did allow for rapid prototyping of different storage technologies. Much of the
approach is portable to a more dynamic construction of various Data Islands with additional
development effort. For more details see the Data Accelerator discussed in the Buffer prototype
documentation (TODO: link/reference?).

3.3.3 Integration with Compute Provisioning Interface
No matter how the Storage is provisioned, when provisioning Compute resources they need
attaching to the correct storage. The proposed architecture involves Remote Storage Provisioning
Interface giving the Buffer component a unique id that can be passed to the Compute Provisioning
Interface when a particular set of compute resources.
From the CERN and SKA collaboration, we were pointed towards the ability to integrate OpenStack
Manila with Kubernetes via a driver CERN had contributed.
We integrated the above into AlaSKA. Firstly integrating the existing Softiron Ceph cluster with
OpenStack Manila. Then integration OpenStack Magnum provisioned Kubernetes with OpenStack
Manila. There are two modes of operation, dynamically provision Persistent Volumes which live for
the lifetime of a pod deployment and statically provisioned which reference an existing Manila
share. It is the latter case that is of greatest interest, as we expect the Buffer component to create
the share, and pass the uuid back to Execution Control, which will in turn will use that to attach via
the Compute Provisioning Interface. To make this work, the cloud-provider-openstack talks to
Manila to (if required) create the share and then fetch the information on how to mount the share
(including credentials) from the Manila API.
The integration between different storage backends was explored further, looking at non-manila
based options, using ansible to provide the base mount point and connecting specific subdirectories
into the appropriate containers. This approach was tried with BeeGFS and GlusterFS. GlusterFS
already appears to have a Container Storage Interface driver. However in the BeeGFS case, as there
is no such driver available at present, there is a prerequisite for the BeeGFS kernel module to be
loaded on the host machine in order to be able to start the BeeGFS client.
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Much of the SIP prototype work has focused on using Docker Swarm. Integration used the same
Ansible roles to mount the distributed parallel file system on the swarm nodes, and simply made use
of host bind mount volume driver to attach the parallel file system. This volume driver is not
supported with a multi node Kubernetes cluster, hence the need for a different approach with
Kubernetes.
Looking at more detail at the Ansible to attach underlying mount points to Container Infrastructure,
the following roles have currently been built for attaching to distributed file systems such as Gluster,
Ceph and BeeGFS (also available as roles on Ansible Galaxy):
● https://github.com/stackhpc/ansible-role-os-manila-mount
● https://github.com/stackhpc/ansible-role-beegfs
● https://github.com/stackhpc/ansible-role-gluster-cluster
The above Ansible roles were used in much of the work described in the Buffer Prototyping memo
[RD10] to provision storage across the hyper-converged and disaggregated hardware on P3. This was
not performed in a containerised environment but on the Slurm HPC appliance although these could
be readily deployable to SIP, following the methods previously described.

3.4 Orchestration Services
There are official Ansible modules for various OpenStack projects like Nova, Heat, Keystone, etc.
although in the case of Magnum, additional effort was required in order to provide the ability to
create, update and manage Container Infrastructure inventory which is required for running further
Ansible playbooks targeting the nodes to add features that Magnum currently does not support.
These include features possible indirectly through OpenStack Nova API like attaching multiple
network interfaces to each node in the cluster that it creates. The ability to generate and reuse an
existing cluster inventory is further necessitated by a specific requirement of AlaSKA project to
mount GlusterFS volumes (Storage Provisioning Interface) to each node in the Container
Infrastructure cluster. The OpenStack services are described in more detail in SDP Memo 69 P3AlaSKA OpenStack Prototyping [RD11]
In order to lay the foundation for performing preliminary data consumption tests for SIP test, it was
necessary to attach each node in the Container Infrastructure cluster to multiple high speed network
P3-AlaSKA interfaces.
A blueprint has been submitted to the upstream OpenStack community [RD04] to support multiple
networks using Magnum API since Nova already allows multiple network interfaces to be attached.
In the meantime, an Ansible role has been written [RD05] to drive Magnum and generate an Ansible
inventory from the cluster deployment. Using this inventory, further playbooks apply enhancements
to the deployment. This role is also available through Ansible Galaxy [RD06].
The role [RD06] allows us to declare a specification of Container Infrastructure required including a
variable that is a list of networks to attach to cluster nodes. A bespoke ansible module
os_container_infra creates/updates/deletes cluster as specified using python-magnumclient.
Another module called os_stack_facts then gathers facts about Container Infrastructure using
python-heatclient allowing us to generate an inventory of the cluster. Finally, a module called
os_server_interface uses python-novaclient to attach each node in the Container Infrastructure
cluster to additional network interfaces declared in the specifications.
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A recently announced openstacksdk Python module is used for talking to OpenStack services which
was conceived with an aim to assimilate shade and os_client_config projects which have been
performing similar functions under separate umbrellas. The experience of using openstacksdk API is
largely consistent with the parent projects. Ansible plans to eventually transition to openstacksdk
but they do not currently have specific plans to support plugin libraries like python-magnumclient,
python-heatclient and python-novaclient which provide wider coverage in terms of the range of
interaction with their API compared to openstacksdk, which only offers a set of commondenominators across various OpenStack cloud platforms.
With Magnum playing an increasing more important role in the OpenStack ecosystem by allowing
users to create and manage Container Orchestration Engines like Kubernetes, this role will simplify
the regular use of Ansible to manage complex and large scale HPC infrastructure, such as the SDP.

3.5 Logging and Monitoring
Monitoring agents are deployed on each Container Infrastructure node as Docker containers rather
than systemd services. They report to existing OpenStack Monasca API service running on P3 to
enable logging and monitoring.
An Ansible role under p3-appliances [RD07] called monasca_swarm_service is a special role that is
used to deploy monitoring on container infrastructure which invokes a custom docker compose file.
Grafana can be used to visualise data received from containerised logging and monitoring agents in
the same way as all other metrics. The Logging and Monitoring on P3 memo [RD08] has additional
details on the full scope of the activities in this area.

3.6 User Interface Services
The form of interaction with OpenStack Magnum API that is currently supported is using OpenStack
Magnum client. It is possible that in the future, operators will potentially be also be able to have
these interactions via OpenStack Horizon plugin and Rundeck.
The following example shows how to interact with a Docker Swarm cluster. After creating the
cluster, if you are retrieving your cluster config for the first time, export your Docker environment
variables and cluster credentials using the Magnum API:
# mkdir -p ~/swarm-creds && $(openstack coe cluster config <cluster
name> --dir ~/swarm-creds --force | tee ~/swarm-creds/env.sh)
For subsequent use, one can simply do:
# source ~/swarm-creds/env.sh
Interacting with the control plane of Container Orchestration Engines to deploy and manage
containers is straightforward. Since docker-ce>=18.03 is pre-installed on our custom Fedora Atomic
27 images, it supports Docker Compose file up to version 3.6. An an example, create a file pingerstack.yml with the following content:
--version: "3.6"
services:
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pinger:
image: python
command: "ping 1.1.1.1"
networks:
hostnet: {}
logging:
driver: journald
options:
tag: pinger
deploy:
replicas: 4
networks:
hostnet:
external: true
name: host
...
Now, you should be able to run the following command to create a stack with host networking:
# docker stack deploy --compose-file pinger-stack.yml pinger-stack -prune
To view the stack logs:
# docker service logs pinger-stack_pinger --follow
To delete the stack:
# docker stack remove pinger-stack

4 LESSONS LEARNED AND IMPORTANT RESULTS
4.1 Main achievements
●

●

●

●

●

●

A support for Docker swarm-mode has been enabled by upgrading OpenStack Magnum from
Pike to Queens using OpenStack Kayobe. A detailed description of how this was done is
covered in the Appendix (Fixing Magnum deployment by upgrading from Pike to Queens)
Additionally, upgrading Docker to community edition (v17.03.0-ce onwards) inside a
Fedora Atomic 27 image for use by OpenStack Magnum. A detailed description of how this
was done is covered in the Appendix (Custom Fedora Atomic 27 image for SDP).
Ansible role os_container_infra has been created for the purpose of reproducibly deploying
Container Infrastructure. It additionally also supports ability to attach nodes to additional
network interfaces required for dedicated provider networks since OpenStack Magnum, by
default, only supports a single interface per node.
Support for containerised gluster daemon so that the Container Infrastructure has its own
hyperconverged distributed storage over a dedicated provider network, such as LLN. A
detailed description of how this was done is covered in the Appendix (Gluster container on
Fedora Atomic 27). This could be extended to other file-systems with some work.
Container level access to disaggregate parallel file system (GlusterFS or BeeGFS) available
over RDMA. A detailed description of how this was done is covered in the Appendix
(Accessing storage attached to nodes in swarm-sip cluster from containers).
Support for nvidia-docker which exposes containerised application to GPU bound processes
using Nvidia runtime. A detailed description of how this was done is covered in the
Appendix (GPU enabled containers for Fedora Atomic 27).
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●

Containerised logging and monitoring using OpenStack Monasca agent enabled on Container
Infrastructure deployed using an Ansible role [RD08].

4.2 Difficulties
●

●

●

●

●

It was necessary to preconfigure Fedora Atomic image to support Docker-CE, since
version<1.11 which does not officially support swarm mode. It is not expected that Fedora
Atomic will the Operating System for the SDP.
Kolla Ansible, an underlying tool that Kayobe uses to deploy Magnum containers, assumes
that host machines running Kubernetes are able to communicate with Keystone on an
internal endpoint. This is not an option in our case since the internal endpoints were internal
to the control plane, which does not include tenant networks and instances (which could be
baremetal nodes or VMs). Since this is generally an invalid assumption, a patch was pushed
and applied upstream (https://review.openstack.org/#/c/566361/). After applying this
patch, it is necessary to reconfigure default configuration templates for Heat, made possible
by a single Kayobe command: ‘kayobe overcloud service reconfigure -kolla-skip-tags common --kolla-tags heat’. As yet, there is no downselect on the container orchestration.
Docker community edition (v17.03.0-ce onwards) uses cgroupfs as the native.cgroupdriver.
However, Magnum assumes that this is systemd and does not explicitly demand this be the
case. As a result, deployment fails. This was addressed and applied upstream
(https://review.openstack.org/#/c/571583/) and backported to Queens.
By default, Magnum's behaviour is to assign a floating IP to each server in a Container
Infrastructure cluster. This means that all the traffic flows through the control plane (when
accessing the cluster from an external location; internal traffic is direct). Disabling floating IP
appeared to have no effect. This was filed as a bug on launchpad
(https://bugs.launchpad.net/magnum/+bug/1772433). Subsequently, a patch was pushed
upstream and backported to Queens (https://review.openstack.org/#/c/571200/).
Installing GPU driver in Fedora Atomic is a little tricky but possible. Since Fedora is not one of
the officially supported operating systems for NVidia drivers, it has to be built from source.
Additionally, due to the immutable nature of the Atomic configuration, multiple reboot
steps are required prior to the build process. Other effort to resolve this issue is currently
being
tracked
under
OpenStack
Magnum
storyboard
(https://storyboard.openstack.org/#!/story/2002576) for people to suggest different ways
of integrating this with Docker and Kubernetes.
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5 APPENDIX
5.1 Fixing Magnum deployment by upgrading from Pike to Queens
We use Kayobe to manage the configuration of our Kolla deployment. With Kayobe, changing the
version of a single OpenStack service (in this case, Magnum) is as simple as setting the version of a
specific Docker container tag, as follows:
●
●
●

●

Prepare the Kaybobe environment (assuming it is already installed):
Add magnum_tag: 6.0.0.0 to kayobe-config/etc/kayobe/kolla/globals.yml.
Finally, build and deploy the new version of Magnum to the control plane. To ensure that
other OpenStack services are not affected during the deployment, we use --kolla-tags and -kolla-skip-tags:
Patch kayobe-config to update magnum_tag to 6.0.0.0 as well as point
magnum_conductor_footer and magnum_api_footer to a patched Magnum Queens fork
stackhpc/queens on our Github account.

5.2 Accessing storage attached to nodes in swarm-sip cluster from containers
Nodes in swarm-sip cluster currently has:
● /mnt/storage-nvme (high speed over RDMA)
● /mnt/storage-ssd (high speed over RDMA)
● /alaska (slowish over ilab to softiron based CephFS)
To mount a path with host networking enabled:
# docker run --net host --mount "type=bind,src=/alaska,dst=/alaska"
centos /bin/bash -c "ls /alaska"
Or for an interactive prompt:
# docker exec -it centos /bin/bash

5.3 Custom Fedora Atomic 27 image for SDP
A recently recently released Fedora Atomic 27 image (download link comes packaged with bare
metal and Mellanox drivers therefore it is no longer necessary to build custom image using
diskimage-builder to incorporate these drivers. However, it was necessary to make a few one-off
manual changes to the image which we achieved by making changes to the image through virsh
console:
First, boot into the image using cloud-init credentials defined within init.iso:
# sudo virt-install --name fa27 --ram 2048 --vcpus 2 --disk
path=/var/lib/libvirt/images/Fedora-Atomic-2720180326.1.x86_64.qcow2
--os-type linux --os-variant fedora25 --network bridge=virbr0
--cdrom /var/lib/libvirt/images/init.iso --noautoconsole
# sudo virsh console fa27
The images are shipped with Docker v1.13.1 which is 12 releases behind the current stable release,
Docker v18.03.1-ce (note that versioning scheme changed after v1.13.1 to v17.03.0-ce). To obtain
up-to-date features required by our customers, we upgraded this to the latest release.
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#
#
#
#
#

sudo su
cd /etc/yum.repos.d/
curl -O https://download.docker.com/linux/fedora/docker-ce.repo
rpm-ostree override remove docker docker-common cockpit-docker
rpm-ostree install docker-ce -r

Fedora Atomic 27 comes installed with packages for a scalable network file system called GlusterFS.
However, one of our customer requirements was to support RDMA capability for GlusterFS in order
to maximise IOPs for data intensive tasks compared to IP-over-Infiniband. The package was available
on rpm-ostree repository as glusterfs-rdma. It was installed and enabled as follows:
To install glusterfs:
# sudo su
# rpm-ostree upgrade
# rpm-ostree install glusterfs-rdma fio
# systemctl enable rdma
# rpm-ostree install perftest infiniband-diags
Write cloud-init script that runs once to resize root volume partition due to the fact that root volume
is mounted as LVM and conventional cloud-init script to grow this partition fails leading to
containers deployed inside swarm cluster to quickly fill up. The following script placed under
/etc/cloud/cloud.cfg.d/99_growpart.cfg did the trick in our case which generalises to different types
of root block devices:
#cloud-config
# resize volume
runcmd:
- lsblk
- PART=$(pvs | awk '$2 == "atomicos" { print $1 }')
- echo $PART
- /usr/bin/growpart ${PART:: -1} ${PART: -1}
- pvresize ${PART}
- lvresize -r -l 100%FREE /dev/atomicos/root
- lsblk
Cleaning up the image makes it lighter but prevents users rolling back the installation, an action that
operators are not anticipated to require. Removing cloud-init config allows it to run again and
removes authorisation details. Cleaning service logs gives the image a fresh start.
Undeploy old images (current deployment <0/1> should have a * next to it)
# sudo atomic host status
# sudo ostree admin undeploy <0/1>
# sudo rpm-ostree cleanup -r
Image cleanup
# sudo rm -rf /var/log/journal/*
# sudo rm -rf /var/log/audit/*
# sudo rm -rf /var/lib/cloud/*
# sudo rm /var/log/cloud-init*.log
# sudo rm -rf /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-*
Auth cleanup
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# sudo rm ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
# sudo passwd -d fedora
Virsh cleanup (press Ctrl+Shift+] to exit virsh console)
# sudo virsh shutdown fa27
# sudo virsh undefine fa27

5.4 GPU enabled containers for Fedora Atomic 27
Fetch latest updates
# sudo su
# rpm-ostree upgrade && \
systemctl reboot
Blacklist nouveau
# sudo su
# echo "blacklist nouveau" >> /etc/modprobe.d/blacklist-nouveau.conf
&& \
echo "options nouveau modeset=0" >> /etc/modprobe.d/blacklistnouveau.conf && \
rpm-ostree initramfs --arg=rd.driver.blacklist=nouveau --enable
Add the following ‘nvidia-docker’ repo config to /etc/yum.repos.d/nvidia-docker.repo:
[libnvidia-container]
name=libnvidia-container
baseurl=https://nvidia.github.io/libnvidiacontainer/centos7/$basearch
repo_gpgcheck=1
gpgcheck=0
enabled=1
gpgkey=https://nvidia.github.io/libnvidia-container/gpgkey
sslverify=1
sslcacert=/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.crt
[nvidia-container-runtime]
name=nvidia-container-runtime
baseurl=https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-containerruntime/centos7/$basearch
repo_gpgcheck=1
gpgcheck=0
enabled=1
gpgkey=https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-container-runtime/gpgkey
sslverify=1
sslcacert=/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.crt
[nvidia-docker]
name=nvidia-docker
baseurl=https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-docker/centos7/$basearch
repo_gpgcheck=1
gpgcheck=0
enabled=1
gpgkey=https://nvidia.github.io/nvidia-docker/gpgkey
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sslverify=1
sslcacert=/etc/pki/tls/certs/ca-bundle.crt
Install Nvidia dependencies
# sudo su
# rpm-ostree install pciutils wget dkms perl-Getopt-Long elfutilslibelf-devel mesa-libGLU-devel freeglut-devel libXi-devel libXmudevel libstdc++.i686 nvidia-container-runtime-hook nvidia-docker2
kernel-devel && \
systemctl reboot
Verify kernel-devel compatibility
# ls -la /usr/lib/modules/$(uname -r)/build
If the kernel version does not match, install a specific version
# curl -LO
https://kojipkgs.fedoraproject.org//packages/kernel/4.16.11/300.fc28
/x86_64/kernel-devel-4.16.11-300.fc28.x86_64.rpm && \
rpm-ostree install kernel-devel-4.16.11-300.fc28.x86_64.rpm && \
rm kernel-devel-4.16.11-300.fc28.x86_64.rpm
Set selinux to permissive mode
# sudo su
setenforce 0 && \
sed -i -e 's/SELINUX=enforcing/SELINUX=permissive/g'
/etc/selinux/config
Install the Nvidia driver
# ostree admin unlock --hotfix && \
chmod u+x NVIDIA-Linux-x86_64-390.59.run && \
./NVIDIA-Linux-x86_64-390.59.run --dkms --no-drm -s
Verify operations
# nvidia-smi && \
nvidia-docker version && \
nvidia-docker run --rm nvidia/cuda nvidia-smi

5.5 Gluster container on Fedora Atomic 27
Initialise necessary config on each node SIP node:
# sudo su
# mkdir -p /etc/glusterfs /var/lib/glusterd /var/log/glusterfs
/mnt/gluster /mnt/md0 && \
mdadm --create --verbose /dev/md0 --level=0 --raid-devices=3
/dev/sdb /dev/sdc /dev/sdd && \
mkfs.xfs -i size=512 /dev/md0 -f && \
mount /dev/md0 /mnt/md0 && \
mdadm -Db /dev/md0 > /etc/mdadm.conf
Pull and run gluster fedora container:
# sudo docker pull gluster/gluster-fedora && \
sudo docker run -v /etc/glusterfs:/etc/glusterfs:z -v
/var/lib/glusterd:/var/lib/glusterd:z -v
/var/log/glusterfs:/var/log/glusterfs:z -v
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/sys/fs/cgroup:/sys/fs/cgroup:ro -d --privileged=true --net=host -v
/dev:/dev -v /mnt:/mnt --name gluster gluster/gluster-fedora
Invoke a bash shell inside the gluster container in one of the nodes:
# sudo docker exec -it gluster bash
Run the following inside the container bash shell:
# dnf install glusterfs-rdma -y
Run the following one at a time inside the container bash shell:
# gluster peer probe 10.3.0.[10|6|5|13|19|2|7]
# gluster pool list
# gluster volume create swarm-vol transport rdma
10.3.0.6:/mnt/md0/brick 10.3.0.10:/mnt/md0/brick
10.3.0.5:/mnt/md0/brick 10.3.0.13:/mnt/md0/brick
10.3.0.19:/mnt/md0/brick 10.3.0.2:/mnt/md0/brick
10.3.0.7:/mnt/md0/brick
# gluster volume set swarm-vol nufa on
# gluster volume start swarm-vol
# gluster volume info
# gluster volume status
Mount gluster volume on each node:
# sudo mount -t glusterfs localhost:swarm-vol /mnt/gluster/
# sudo chown fedora:fedora /mnt/gluster
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